Determination of the sequence of an expressible cDNA clone encoding ERp60/calregulin by the use of a novel nested set method.
An analysis of the N-terminal sequence of the luminal endoplasmic reticulum protein, ERp60, showed that it was identical to the well-characterized Ca2+-binding protein, calregulin. A full-length, expressible cDNA clone encoding this protein was isolated from a mouse fibroblast cDNA library. A novel nested set strategy for the production of overlapping fragments for DNA sequencing was used to determine the complete nucleotide (nt) sequence of both strands of the ERp60 clone. This method utilizes a series of nonspecific deletion primers in conjunction with a specific site primer to generate the nested set fragments. This procedure possesses several advantages over other nested set techniques, since it does not require (i) the re-cloning of the DNA insert into other vectors, (ii) any prior knowledge of the restriction sites of the nt sequence, or (iii) the transformation and analysis of bacterial subclones. ERp60 has a 17-amino acid (aa) signal sequence and the mature protein contains 399 aa with a calculated M(r) of 46,347.